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ABSTRACT 

 

 This thesis is an analysis of multiple forms of language - conversation, text, signage - that 

demonstrate features of what I call an ideology of rock art. These features are culturally informed 

ideologies of temporality, language, and indigenous personhood that come together and aid in 

the production of knowledge at a rock art site. The consequential aspect of the ideology of rock 

art is that it is contingent upon a horizon of temporality, such that people and cultures beyond the 

temporal horizon are idealized as a homogenous ‘past’. This thesis demonstrates that visitors 

drew upon this ideology to make sense of the 1,548 Cherokee-made petroglyphs on Tsul’Kalu 

Rock; positioning the Cherokee as people of a past time. Moreover, this thesis looks at how 

language on an individual level, a discursive level, and a bureaucratic level work together to 

contribute to an adverse othering of the Cherokee. The analysis presented contributes to an 

ongoing discussion within anthropology about the ways in which we can promote indigenous 

voices and perspectives in our work. The ideology of rock art is one way that indigenous people 

are devalued today but demonstrates a tangible site for positive change. 
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INTRODUCTION 

“Well, the most important thing is the Cherokee people, we are still here. We are alive. We 

are not extinct.” Johi, a member of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians1 gave me this answer 

when I asked him his opinion regarding the most important thing was my thesis could address. I 

interviewed Johi, a Cherokee archaeologist, at a Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO) in 

North Carolina. The THPO is on the Qualla Boundary, a Cherokee-owned territory 30 miles 

away from Tsul’Kalu Rock, named after the Cherokee Master of Game Ꭻ Ꮭ Ꮼ Ꮃ [Tsul’Kalu2]. 

Tsul’Kalu Rock is a soapstone boulder with more than a thousand images inscribed into its rock 

face by Cherokee Indians at least 300 years ago. I sat across Johi for a 45-minute interview on 

my second day in the field, naïvely unaware of the significance of his statement. After observing, 

recording, and analyzing visitors’ conversations at Tsul’Kalu Rock, informational signs 

presented to the visitors, and bureaucratic documents governing the site I noticed a shared 

overarching ideology of rock art. Through the examination of case studies of conversations, 

signs, and documents I demonstrate that this ideology is consequential as it allows for an 

idealization of the Cherokee as an “extinct” people with a lost language and culture through the 

association of the Cherokee and rock art.  

                                                      
1
 This project was specifically involved with the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. Any conversations, thoughts, or views that 

are represented come from individuals within that band. In the following paper I will write of ‘the Cherokee’, but I am 

referencing what information was graciously provided to me by members of the Eastern Band. 
2 I will use the word ‘Tsul’Kalu’ for the remainder of the paper, as it was given to me by members of the Eastern Band and most 

closely resembles the English spelling of the phonetic sounds of the Cherokee word. However, signs at the rock art site call the 

rock ‘Judaculla’, a (mis)pronunciation of the Cherokee word. In an interview I had with a Cherokee storyteller, she pulled out her 

copy of Myths of the Cherokee by James Mooney and showed me a line that said the term Judaculla is the white man’s term. 
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Rock art is a dynamic phenomenon. It has been studied from the angles of consciousness, 

gender, art, communication, and ritual - to name a few. There is an enigma to rock art. As it 

seems to signal a global experience; rock art is found on every continent where human culture 

has been documented. Spanning tens of thousands of year, meaning there is rock art done in the 

1800s (Carroll et al. 2019) and rock art done 45,000 years ago by our earliest homo sapien 

ancestor (Lewis-Williams 2002). For the Cherokee inscription on Southeastern American cave 

walls, the meaning is known and documented (Carroll et al. 2019). However, the inscription on 

the cave walls of Europe and Southwest Asia, there is no documented reason as to why the 

images have been painted. We can only make educated guesses as to why, all of the sudden, 

people starting painting and carving images. According to Diaz-Granados (2018), some rock art 

serves as a link to cosmologies, maps reflecting special earthly and heavenly places. In South 

Africa, rock art is a part of shaman practice involving a state of trance and visions (Lewis-

Williams 1983). Rock art is varied in meaning, produced by cultures that are scattered through 

time and space and there is no accepted universal truth to rock art except its physical attributes of 

being carved into/on a rock surface. Rock art is mainly studied as an object whose past meaning 

needs to be uncovered by the scholars of today. The present paper intends to contribute to these 

larger conversations of rock art but takes on rock art from a slightly different angle by focusing 

on the way in which rock art is made sense of by people in the present. Shifting the focus to rock 

art’s perception in the present by indigenous and non-indigenous people is not new, but it is 

certainly a smaller field within rock art research. For example, there is a recently edited volume 

that looks at rock art and national identity (Brady and Taçon 2016). There was also a grant 

funded by the European Commission in 2014 that concluded, after a 3 year and 100-site project, 

that the presentation of rock art has effects on the perception and production of knowledge of 
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both indigenous and non-indigenous viewers (Hampson 2014).  This paper is a scaled down 

version of these larger, multi-site projects. Moreover, I focus exclusively on language to 

demonstrate the ways in which visitors to a Cherokee petroglyph site draw upon what they 

observe to aid in their production of knowledge about rock art and what it means. 

The data presented in this paper was collected over the summer of 2019, in Western 

North Carolina. Fieldwork consisted of individual interviews, ethnographic observation, 

recorded conversations between visitors, and time spent reflecting on and writing up fieldnotes. I 

conducted background interviews with members of the Eastern Band to learn more about 

Tsul’Kalu Rock, the land it sits on, and the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. When consent 

was granted, I recorded our semi-structured interviews and referenced them for context during 

my analysis and writing process. A majority of my time was spent at Tsul’Kalu Rock observing 

visitors and taking extensive fieldnotes on the ways in which they drew upon their observations 

in conversation; speculated about Tsul’Kalu the Master of Game; and attempted to make sense of 

the 1,548 petroglyphs. My fieldwork also consisted of audio-recording individuals’ visits to the 

rock. This entailed standing outside my car in the small dirt patch at the top of the site and 

approaching every car that drove up. Once the participants consented, I offered them a hand-held 

audio recorder that was switched on and verbally identified them with a unique participant I.D. 

The participants held the audio recorder through the duration of their visit to the rock while I 

stayed up at my car and observed from a distance. When the participants returned to their cars, I 

then conducted a short, semi-structured interview with them. These interviews allowed me to 

gain demographic information and learn more about the ways in which visitors discursively 

engaged with Tsul’Kalu Rock. I asked visitors what brought them to the site; what prior 

knowledge they had of rock art; how they might describe their impression of the Tsul’Kalu 
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petroglyphs; and what rock art called to mind for them. The current paper draws upon these 

conversations observed at the site, interviews with visitors, and the informational signs presented 

to visitors to better understand the multiple ways in which visitors make sense of the petroglyphs 

at Tsul’Kalu Rock. 

Through the examination of a case study of two individuals, I highlight features of what I 

call an ideology of rock art; an ideology that also runs through the text on informational signs 

and documents contextualizing Tsul’Kalu Rock. This ideology is contingent upon a horizon of 

temporality, such that people and cultures beyond the temporal horizon are idealized as a 

homogenous ‘past’ as distinct from a heterogeneous ‘present’. In my data, there was no uniform 

way that people understood Tsul’Kalu Rock, however the in-depth case study provided here 

highlights features that I observed in some capacity among many visitors as well as in 

informational signs and bureaucratic documents such that I suggest there is an overarching 

ideology of rock art3 present at Tsul’Kalu Rock. Throughout this paper I demonstrate that while 

this ideology is particular to rock art, it encompasses and intersects with ideologies that result in 

the racialized association between the linguistic dynamics of rock art and indigenous people.  

The paper continues with an overview of Tsul’Kalu Rock and its history with public 

access followed by three sections of analysis. The first section of analysis is a case study of two 

visitors, Doug and Joanne, to highlight how individuals articulate the ideology of rock art as an 

index of people of a past. Although they were interviewed together, they have individualized 

ways of drawing upon beliefs about language, temporality, and indigenous personhood. Their 

                                                      
3 Although the rock markings at Tsul’Kalu Rock are specifically called petroglyphs, I use the term ‘rock art’ because 

the features of this ideology involve a dynamic set of beliefs that are connected to more general understandings of 

carvings in or on rock. For example, one family of visitors connected Tsul’Kalu Rock to the rock art they saw in 

New Mexico. Although the signs at the site exhaustively talk about petroglyphs more than rock art, visitors 

nevertheless frequently switched back and forth between talking about “petroglyphs” and “rock art” without 

differentiating between the two. I therefore use the term “rock art” as a generalized term used by speakers in the 

current study as well as within broader popular and academic literature.  
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interview concisely shows how people’s separate interpretations often operate by drawing upon 

what I argue constitutes a popular ideology of rock art. The second section involves a textual 

analysis of two signs at Tsul’Kalu Rock to suggest ways the language on the signs may have 

provided visitors with the scaffolding for their beliefs about language and time that inform the 

larger ideology. The third section of analysis is a brief metacommentary on the language used in 

the nomination process and approval of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a Historic Landmark in the U.S. 

National Registry. I zoom out to the bureaucratic level to highlight ideologies that are not 

specifically targeting the Cherokee, but rather permeate the American landscape and reflect 

features of the ideology I observed among visitors. The paper concludes with a discussion of my 

findings with regards to efforts to actively include within indigenous people as collaborators in 

anthropological endeavors. Including indigenous people in anthropological work, I argue, is key 

to dismantling problematic ideologies of rock art that relegate native peoples, languages, and 

cultural practices to the past.
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Ꭻ Ꮭ Ꮼ Ꮃ Ꮕ Ꮗ : TSUL’KALU ROCK 

 An almost unnoticeable winding dirt road in the mountains of western North Carolina 

ends in the most extensive rock art site east of the Mississippi River. Barely big enough to be 

seen by the cars zooming by on the curved mountain highway, a marker no bigger than a stop 

sign directs more than 11,000 visitors to the site each year. Cars turn left at the unassuming sign 

onto Carney Fork Road and instantly get sucked into the Blue Ridge Mountains. Drivers who are 

unfamiliar with the Carolina Mountains might feel disoriented as the road seems to keep winding 

Figure 1: TSUL’KALU ROCK 
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forward to no avail. Trees engulf either side of the road until out of nowhere you are emptied 

into a picturesque scene of soaring green mountains, plump cows grazing, and a babbling river to 

the right. As the path curves there is a tattered Tibetan prayer flag that blows mindlessly in the 

wind. On a sloping green hill at the end of this road sits Tsul’Kalu Rock.  

Tsul’Kalu Rock (see Figure 1) is a soapstone boulder grounded on a hill in western North 

Carolina. The rock’s namesake is the Cherokee Master of Game Ꭻ Ꮭ Ꮼ Ꮃ [Tsul’Kalu]. 

Tsul’Kalu is a larger-than-human being who curates and maintains the harmony of all living 

things. His townhouse is in Cullowhee atop a mountain that overlooks the hills and valleys of the 

Cherokee land. This land he watches over is sacred, meant to be walked through with respect and 

only after Tsul’Kalu has granted permission. One day a group of Cherokee hunters disrespected 

Tsul’Kalu by hunting in these lands without his blessing. In anger, Tsul’Kalu jumped down from 

his townhouse onto the land below him to scare off the hunters. As he landed, he placed one of 

his seven-fingered hands on a nearby soapstone boulder to brace his impact. The seven-fingered 

imprint can be seen today on the bottom right corner of the boulder.  

 

Figure 2: Tsul'Kalu's Handprint 
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Tsul’Kalu’s handprint is but one of the petrified markings on Tsul’Kalu Rock (See Figure 

2). Equally important are the 1,548 petroglyphs carved into its rock face. The Cherokee began 

carving petroglyphs into the soapstone boulder around 1,500 years ago and continued up until 

roughly 300 years ago. I understand, based on my research, that the precise meaning of the 

petroglyphs is considered to be “lost knowledge.” I was told by a Cherokee archaeologist, for 

example, that when the Cherokee were forced into assimilation, there was a sacrifice of 

knowledge for survival and some truths were kept at the expense others. I was also told that if 

the meanings of the petroglyphs are known, that knowledge is not for non-Cherokee people; their 

meaning therefore may not technically be ‘lost’; it is just not shared with the colonizers. 

Archaeologists have argued that the rock reflects a cosmological map, marking earthly and 

heavenly territories around the South East (Loubser 2018). In addition to the Cherokee-carved 

petroglyphs, the rock has quarrying marks that reflect Cherokee soapstone quarrying activity at 

this site 3,000 years ago. Furthermore, the rock face has cupule marks which can indicate the act 

of pulverizing powder from rock. Cupules can function as rock art or as containers for medicinal 

plants (Loubser 2018, 240). 

Figure 3: Wooden platform and signage added through co-operative project. 
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The Cherokee have an ongoing 3,000-year-old relationship with Tsul’Kalu Rock. 

Although the Cherokee have the most significant relationship with this soapstone boulder, 

Tsul’Kalu Rock is currently in the hands of Jackson County Parks and Recreation and on display 

as a historic landmark. The public has been able to access Tsul’Kalu Rock since at least 1959, 

when Milas Parker donated the one-acre tract of land around the soapstone boulder to Jackson 

County. Milas had access to the boulder because it sat on his father’s larger property for over 100 

years. When Milas Parker thought he could no longer properly preserve the site, he handed the 

land over to Jackson County. Today, Milas Parker’s grandson, Jerry, has a self-appointed 

ongoing role of ‘security’ and ‘tour-guide’ because his house is less than a hundred feet from the 

rock. The site looks much different now than it has for its existence prior to its acquisition by 

Jackson County, with the addition of structural elements that act as barriers and signposts (see 

Figure 3). 

The added platform and signs are, officially speaking, the result of a “co-operative 

project” between archaeologists, the county, the Parker Family, and the Eastern Band of 

Cherokee Indians. The extent to which co-operation was actually achieved, however, is not 

extensively detailed. Through conversations with actors from each group I got the sense that the 

project privileged some voices more than others. One indication of such hierarchies is constituted 

by the overall presentation of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a site that exists for a non-Cherokee audience. 

Another related indication is the ownership of the land residing in non-Cherokee hands. Most 

importantly, my research suggests that if a Cherokee perspective were more highly valued, 

people (including the public as well as Cherokee tribal members no engaged in ritual activity) 

would not be encouraged to walk through Tsul’Kalu’s land. In this framing, approaching the 

rock and surrounding land should be reserved for purposes not detailed to me and would include 
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ritual offerings. A Cherokee archaeologist disclosed his hesitancy to hunt anywhere even near 

the rock. He also advised me to offer tobacco as a minimal way to show my respect to Tsul’Kalu 

and his land. If there is to be any activity at the rock, it should follow ritual guidelines and serve 

an exact purpose. It certainly would not include just walking around the area and leisurely 

perusing a soapstone boulder.  

From this perspective, Tsul’Kalu Rock is part of an ongoing relationship the Cherokee 

have with the universe, functioning today as a sacred space just as it did in the past. Although the 

rock was carved and quarried in the past, it does not exist as an object resigned to only having 

meaning in the past. Cherokee ideologies and narratives thus express an ongoing respect for 

Tsul’Kalu Rock, with the same adoration of those who carved the petroglyphs 300 years ago. 

There is no separation of temporality into a distance past and present in this ideology: the past is 

a part of the present and goes into the future, pointing to an ongoing cycle of life. The Cherokee 

ideology of Tsul’Kalu Rock is thus in direct opposition to the fundamental spatial presentation of 

the site as a tourist destination as well as, as I show below, the ideology of rock art that visitors 

articulate through their interpretation of Tsul’Kalu Rock. The Cherokee perspective, I suggest, 

comprises an ideology of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a site that indexes their larger beliefs about 

temporality; of the balance of power in the universe; respect towards all living things; the 

landscape of their land as their ancestors used to know; and the realities of their present life as a 

conquered people. The popular ideology of rock art I outline also points to larger beliefs about 

the balance of power, landscapes of land, and the present reality. However, no visitors who I 

interviewed articulated an ideology of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a site that indexes a culture and people 

who are still living today. My interlocutors instead tended to dismiss the seven-fingered 

handprint as meaningful in the present, engaging with it instead as another example of 
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generalized “rock art.” This erasure and recontextualization was discursively enacted in a myriad 

of ways. For example, I observed one father explain to his skeptical daughter that, “maybe they 

had a pattern that looked like a hand, and that is where the story came from.” A young couple 

who had recently graduated from high school, Clay and Judith, had the following conversation 

while walking past the boulder: 

Judith Do I think a man whose hand of that size could have made an impression 

on the rock? No. 

 Clay  Well he is not a man he is a giant. 

 Judith  Oh yeah  

 Clay  He looks like a man but bigger… 

Judith Right, but if that is how big his hand is. It’s not big enough to really make 

that on the rock. 

 Clay  Well yeah, but didn’t he jump off a mountain top? 

 Judith  Well yeah but still. 

Clay Just think of that force! Like if I jump from 200 feet to the ground it will 

make an impression in the dirt 

 Judith  Well yeah but… 

 Clay  But if I am a giant… 

 Judith  Yeah but not on a rock. 

Clay If I am a giant, I got more mass, so I generate more force into whatever I 

landed on 

Judith Well yeah but wouldn’t there be big ol’ foot holes in the ground you can 

still see? 

 Clay  Maybe he landed (inaudible) 

 

Clay and Judith, like the father to his daughter, attempt to explain Tsul’Kalu’s handprint. 

Clay and Judith verbalize their disbelief in giant’s through a back-and-forth conversation about 

the validity of a person being able to create a big enough impact that their hand would in fact 

leave a mark. The father suggests to his daughter that the handprint is simply a predetermined 

pattern on the rock that people mistook as a handprint and subsequently developed a legend 

from. These remarks echo similar statements made by the fifteen non-Cherokee visitors I 

observed, recorded, or interviewed. Such statements contextualize the visitor’s understanding of 

Tsul’Kalu Rock not as a place that indexes an ongoing relationship between people, other beings 
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of the universe, and nature, but rather as a site of general “rock art” and petroglyphs with lost 

meaning. This is supported by multiple signs leading to and throughout the site that mention the 

petroglyphs. I argue that it is the positioning of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a general “petroglyph/rock art 

site”4 that contributes to the othering of the Cherokee as a past people. This is because, as I 

demonstrate below, visitors are drawing upon a popular ideology of rock art that hinges upon a 

belief that rock art is a communicative tool used by people in a distant past. I demonstrate that, 

while this general belief is not entirely wrong, its articulation at Tsul’Kalu Rock involves a 

relegation of the Cherokee to the past, thereby erasing their thriving in the present. Visitors 

position the Cherokee exclusively in the past because of their predetermined ideologies of 

petroglyphs/rock art that is drawn upon as they make sense of Tsul’Kalu Rock. In the following 

section I analyze an excerpt of an interview with two visitors to highlight the overarching 

ideology of rock art present in individualized interpretations of Tsul’Kalu Rock. Although I have 

data from multiple visitors demonstrating this consequential ideology of rock art, I focus on this 

case study because it allows me to analyze two ways the ideology was articulated within one 

interview context.  

  

                                                      
4
 The positioning of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a rock art site has other consequences as well, that stem from the rock being 

positioned as a form of ‘art’. Although this paper does not delve into the dynamics of ‘art objects’ as discussed by 

anthropologists of art such as (Gell 1998) I acknowledge that the effects of art objects were at play for some visitors 

interaction with Tsul’Kalu Rock. To briefly say more, the role of art as an agent capable of causing action and 

leading art viewers to feel a sense of creative agency over the image allowed for some visitors to take creative 

control over the meaning of the petroglyphs at Tsul’Kalu Rock. This abduction of agency through art is also 

consequential to the Cherokee and is explored further in a separate paper.  
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“THAT ANCIENT PEOPLE”: LANGUAGE, TEMPORALITY, AND ROCK ART 

 The following excerpt comes from an interview with a couple from South Georgia. Doug 

and Joanne were an energetic, slightly graying couple visiting Tsul’Kalu Rock as a leg on their 

longer Big Foot expedition through the American South East. Doug and Joanne represent a 

community of Big Foot believers who enjoy tracking down places that are linked to larger-than-

human beings. The Cherokee describe Tsul’Kalu as a larger-than-human being, so Doug and 

Joanne were looking to use Tsul’Kalu’s handprint as evidence of a general category of giant 

beings. Doug and Joanne, like the 15 other visitors I interviewed, disclosed their disbelief that 

the seven-fingered marking was the handprint of Tsul’Kalu. Like every visitor I observed, they 

interpreted Tsul’Kalu Rock as a site of petroglyphs/rock art. Unlike all other visitors, however, 

Doug and Joanne did not discount their belief that Tsul’Kalu is a real being, just that the 

handprint it actually a human-made marking. In the follow excerpt they answer my final 

interview question, “does rock art make you think of anything?”. I asked this question to provide 

a general opportunity for visitors to interpret rock art with no exclusive indication that I meant 

either the petroglyphs or “rock art” on Tsul’Kalu Rock. The generalizability allowed for visitors 

to tell me what they think of rock art, which includes the rock art they just finished visiting. In 

the following excerpt, Doug and Joanne articulate an overarching ideology of rock art - as a 

thing done by people in the past - through what I suggest is a racialized understanding of the 

images on Tsul’Kalu Rock and thus the Cherokee (see Figure 4). 
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1 INT  Does rock art make you guys think of anything  

2 Doug  um (.) nah it makes me wish I knew how to read - 

3 INT   - @ syl- 

4 Jo  - petroglyphs 

5 INT  Chero[kee syllaba]ry 

6 Doug   [Cherokee] petroglyphs  

7 Jo   [@@@@] 

8 INT  sure 

9 Doug  so I could know what the rock says 

10   (.) cause that’s you know that’s what’s been lost 

11 Jo  whenever I see rock art it really makes me think 

12 Doug  yeah 

13 Jo  about (.) 

14   really < what was the everyday life of > 

15   (.) um that ancient people  

16 INT  sure 

17 Jo  > you know < what was the reason for them  

18   ?making the rock art 

 

 

 I initiate the conversation in line 1 with a question, “does rock art make you guys think of 

anything?” Doug answers first in line 2 and responds that he wishes he knew how to read. In line 

4, I start to suggest the word ‘syllabary’ but get cut off by Joanne who interjects with 

‘petroglyphs’. In lines 5,6,7 the three of us try to come to an understanding of what Doug meant 

by ‘read’. Doug clarifies that he wishes to read, “Cherokee petroglyphs.” Conflating the 

petroglyphs with the Cherokee syllabary, then, in line 10 Doug concludes, “that’s what’s been 

lost.” Jumping down to line 11, Joanne enters the conversation with her reflections on rock art. 

In line 14 she slows down her speech as she says, “what was the everyday life of.” Then in line 

15, she pauses briefly before saying, “that ancient people.” Joanne ends with a reflection on the 

motivation of those people she imagines in the past. Lines 2 through 10 are bracketed off as 

Doug’s understanding of rock art within which the Cherokee petroglyphs represent a lost 

language. Joanne’s reflection on rock art can be seen in lines 11-15, where both the content of 

Transcript Key 

 

@ laughter 

- speech cut off 

[ ] overlapping talk 

(.) pause 

< > slow speech 

> < fast speech 

Figure 4: Interview Excerpt 
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her speech as well as her prosody suggests that all rock art constitutes a trigger for her 

contemplation of an ancient past.  

Doug, on the other hand, seems to effort at making sense of rock art by associating it with 

literacy, telling me that rock art makes him wish he could read. In line 10, Doug also draws upon 

the word ‘lost’ to situate the Cherokee petroglyphs as a lost “language.” Doug’s understanding of 

the Cherokee petroglyphs as a lost written language, I argue, is an example of a language 

ideology. Language ideologies are beliefs people hold about language, including but not limited 

to: the purpose of language, hierarchies of language, evaluations of the speakers/users of a 

language (Schieffelin, Woolard, and Kroskrity 1998). I argue that Doug articulates a language 

ideology of rock art that positions it as form of communication that is unknowable by modern 

thinkers. His use of ‘I’ in line 9 suggests that he sees himself as capable of knowing the meaning 

of the petroglyphs, if only the language had not been lost. This language ideology thus constructs 

the Cherokee as a lost people, implying that if the Cherokee were alive today they would have 

the knowledge to help Doug read the petroglyphs. Rosa (2016) demonstrated ways in which 

colonizers interpreted indigenous languages as less than the languages spoken by the colonizers 

largely because indigenous languages were not written and did not have words to explain 

Christianity. Rosa shows that this language ideology of indigenous languages being less than 

European languages led colonizers to see indigenous people as languageless, positioning 

themselves as speakers of a more sophisticated language that needed to be forced unto these 

languageless people in order to make them civilized (Rosa 2016). I argue that the ideology of 

petroglyphs/rock art as a ‘lost language,’ as demonstrated here, has similar racializing dynamics 

as the ideology of languagelessness. Doug positions himself as an intelligent person capable of 

knowing the Cherokee petroglyphs but attributes his lack of literacy to the ‘lostness’ of the 
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Cherokee and therefore loss of knowledge of the Cherokee language. Just as colonizers devalued 

the indigenous languages and their associated speakers as ‘lesser’, so too the ideology tying rock 

art to lost forms of communication devalues the Cherokee language that is spoken, written, and 

read today. Another visitor, Clay, demonstrated a similar ideology when he responded that rock 

art makes him think of, “cultures without a written language.” He defended this by saying, “I 

mean, why else would you carve on a rock?” The positioning of the petroglyphs as a lost 

Cherokee language suggest that, at least for Doug, the Cherokee language and those who 

understand it are extinct. 

  While the meaning of the Cherokee petroglyphs might have been lost during the forced 

assimilation of the Cherokee, the idea of a lost Cherokee language or rock art reflecting a culture 

without a written language is problematic on multiple levels. Firstly, it rests on a matter-of-fact 

acceptance of the ‘lostness’ of meaning of the petroglyphs which presumes that non-Cherokee 

individuals naturally have epistemic rights with regard to the meaning. Secondly, by conflating 

the petroglyphs carved into Tsul’Kalu Rock with the Cherokee syllabary created in an effort to 

codify a spoken language and gain higher standing within the colonial system (Mooney 1902, 

108), there is an erasure of the syllabary as a living language that can be studied, published, and 

used to unify a nation (Mooney 1902, 110-112). The ideology of rock art as a written form of 

communication is not entirely misframed. As mentioned above, there are researchers who have 

found cave inscriptions depicting a written language. Cherokee archaeologist Beau Carroll 

translated Cherokee syllabary that was painted on cave walls in the South Eastern United States 

(Carroll et al. 2019). However, there is a marked difference between the Cherokee syllabary 

Carroll found and the Cherokee petroglyphs carved on Tsul’Kalu Rock. The Cherokee syllabary 

is a codified version of the spoken Cherokee language created in the 1820s and the petroglyphs 
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are images inscribed into the rock over 300 years ago. Doug’s assertion that the petroglyphs are a 

‘lost’ language devalues the actual inscriptions in Cherokee language, which can still be 

interpreted by the Cherokee. 

 Based on these data, I thus offer a definition of the popular ideology of rock art as a 

belief hinging upon a definitive temporal horizon, such that people and cultures beyond the 

temporal horizon are idealized as a homogenous ‘past.’ I assert that this ideology is articulated 

through an intersection of linguistic and cognitive ideologies that racialize and Other the 

Cherokee as belonging to the past. Doug believes the petroglyphs to be of a ‘lost’ time, a time 

beyond what we can see; a time beyond the horizon. He then homogenizes the Cherokee as a 

people who vanished into this ‘lost’ time, erasing the Cherokee language and speakers that exist 

today. Doug’s answer to my interview question is an example of someone articulating the 

ideology of rock art through an intersection of an ideology of language that contributes to an 

idealizing of the Cherokee as belonging to a lost past.  

Joanne’s reflection in lines 11-18 is another example of a way in which the ideology of 

rock art is articulated and involves a devaluing of the Cherokee. Joanne’s reflection on rock art 

begins in on line 11 by her saying, “whenever I see rock art.” This line immediately indexes a 

homogeneity to Joanne’s musing on rock art. Joanne did not say, “when I saw this rock art”, or, 

“Cherokee rock art”; she used the term, ‘whenever’. Therefore, when Joanne says, “what was the 

everyday life of those ancient people,” it can be assumed that all rock art triggers a sense of 

reflection in Joanne about ‘ancient people.’ Joanne then reflects deeper asking not only what 

their everyday life was, but what was their motivation. In lines 17 and 18, she asks, “you know, 

what was the reason for them making rock art?” I take Joanne’s question to be an index of 

research like that of, Lewis-Williams (2002), who suggests that rock art is a neurological link to 
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our first ancestors because it marks a unique ability to interpret and communicate about our 

personal, mental images. Because Joanne reflects on rock art as a homogenized thing that 

indexes a motivation of ancient people to do something, I claim that she is trying to make the 

argument that rock art makes her think of these first rock artists who had a basic ability to 

communicate compared to our communication styles now. In highlighting what they call a 

raciolinguistic ideology, Rosa and Flores argue that people use racialized chronotopes to link 

“particular models of personhood and language practices to particular temporal and geo-

graphical contexts” (2017, 26). I argue that Joanne draws upon the term ‘ancient’ to achieve a 

similar linkage between a particular model of personhood and language to a particular temporal 

context. Joanne here relegates both people (those who produce rock art) and language (humans’ 

first attempts at communicating) - to generalized temporal space that she designates as ‘ancient.’ 

Joanne thus groups together people and cultures that are spread throughout the 45,000 years rock 

art has been around. For example, the rock art done at Chauvet Cave in France is 30 - 33,000 

years old, whereas the petroglyphs at Tsul’Kalu Rock are at most 1,500 years old; yet Joanne 

homogenizes them all under the term ‘ancient.’ This indexes that Joanne might also have prior 

knowledge about European cave art and thus might applying her prior knowledge to the current 

situation. She might understand rock art within the lens of European caves where the rock art 

does in fact date back to distant human ancestors. Joanne’s articulation of this ideology of rock 

art involves an intersection of her own ideology of time, and where the Cherokee should be 

placed within her understanding of time. Joanne also indexes an intersection of an ideology of 

language in assuming the first rock artists and the Cherokee had the same communicative 

motives to put images to rock.  
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On its own, a reflection upon rock art with regards to past human efforts to communicate 

is not necessarily problematic. It is a reflection that motivated my interest in rock art, for 

example, and at least motivated one famous rock art researcher, David Lewis-Williams. There is 

an insatiable curiosity about why people put marks on rock surfaces or deep in the crevice of a 

cave that drives rock art research. Joanne’s reflection is problematic, however, because she is 

standing in front of “rock art” whose meaning is not confined to “ancient people.” Joanne’s 

reflections in lines 11-18, further, demonstrate how this consequential ideology of rock art 

emerges as a discursive act of erasure. Joanne’s linkage of rock art to “those ancient people” thus 

actively constructs and reinforces a temporal horizon that positions both rock artists and those 

who engage meaningfully with the carvings as belonging to an ‘ancient’5 world. Within this 

‘ancient’ world, moreover Joanne situates the motivations of rock artists as the first attempts at 

communicating our mental images. Although she articulates her understanding of rock art using 

different words than Doug, they are both contingent upon a horizon of temporality and intersect 

with other ideologies such as language and time. Doug and Joanne demonstrate how this 

ideology of rock art is consequential in its homogenization of the Cherokee into ‘a past’ that is 

either lost or ancient, but never present. 

In the following section I analyze two signs at Tsul’Kalu Rock to suggest ways in which 

the language used on the informational signs could inform the consequential ideology of rock art 

that visitors draw upon in their interpretation of Tsul’Kalu Rock. The purpose of this analysis is 

to highlight nuances of language that linguistic anthropologists are especially keen to notice. I 

                                                      
5
 Although I argue against the term ‘ancient’ in this paper because of its indexicality to a far-removed time of the 

first rock artists, it is important to note that archaeologists are currently turning in favor of the term over terms such 

as “pre-contact” or “pre-history”. This reflects a similar turn away from the term “primitive” as it indexed negative 

connotations of those it sought to categorize. I cannot speak to every use of the term ‘ancient’, but I feel strongly 

that Joanne’s use of the term ‘ancient’ in this particular context is disadvantageous to the categorization of the 

Cherokee.  I intend to take up this discussion in a separate paper that speaks more directly to the use of the term by 

archaeologists. 
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am specifically highlighting instances of language use that may have provided a scaffolding for 

the formation of a consequential ideology of rock art. I intend for these analyses to ignite an 

interest in future collaboration between linguistic anthropologists, archaeologists, and indigenous 

communities. I follow this section by metacommentary on documents pertaining to Tsul’Kalu 

Rock’s registration as a historic landmark to highlight an important bureaucratic ideology of 

space and time that intersects the ideology of rock art outlined in this paper.
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“ONE OF AMERICA’S MOST SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL PLACES”: THE SIGNS AT  Ꭻ Ꮭ Ꮼ 

Ꮃ Ꮕ Ꮗ 
 

Six signs are posted around Tsul’Kalu Rock to aid in visitors’ interpretation of the 

multiple aspects that make up the site: the Cherokee, the petroglyphs, the namesake of the rock, 

the quarrying marks, and the history of the area. I analyze two signs below to highlight ways in 

which, I argue, language use reflects ideologies of temporality and language that are similar to 

those enacted in the conversations of visitors examined above.  

The Entrance Sign 

 Once a visitor has parked their car on the left side of the small gravel road that led them 

to the site, they make their way to the first informational sign posted on the outside of the 

fenced-in rock art site (see Figure 5). The sign features large black font on a light green 

background, bordered by darker green and placed within a case-like structure. Every visitor I 

observed spent at least two minutes at this sign before walking down towards Tsul’Kalu Rock. 

Visitors expressed differing levels of knowledge about Tsul’Kalu Rock prior to their visit, but no 

one mentioned explicit knowledge about the Cherokee connection to the rock through quarrying 

or rock art activity. Many visitors likewise came with all types of preconceived notions about 

Tsul’Kalu Rock. One visitor, an alumnus of Western North Carolina, had heard rumors that the 

rock had alien powers. This rumor is supported by fringe theorists such as a website called 

“L.E.M.U.R” that claims to get at the bottom of Tsul’Kalu Rock’s mysterious alien powers 

(Investigations 2002). Doug and Joanne came because of a fringe theorist named Scott 
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Wallerstein who spends extensive time researching Big Foot clues and spent a week at Tsul’Kalu 

Rock to see if the Cherokee giant was real. Other visitors had come from Devil’s Courthouse, the 

non-Cherokee name given to the town house Tsul’Kalu lives in Cullowhee. A family had come 

because they saw the word ‘petroglyphs’ and wanted to see compare the likeness of the rock art 

they had seen in New Mexico to the petroglyphs at Tsul’Kalu Rock. Based on these data, I argue 

that - for most visitors - this entrance sign is the first introduction to the Tsul’Kalu Rock as a 

Cherokee petroglyph site.  

Figure 5: Entrance Sign to Tsul’Kalu Rock 
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The largest text on this sign reads “Judaculla Rock Petroglyphs”, followed by smaller text 

split into three paragraphs spaced out into two larger columns. The first paragraph describes the 

significance of the rock to America and to the Cherokee. It also details the 1,548 petroglyphs 

found on the rock face and a brief definition of a petroglyph. More specifically, the first two 

sentences read: 

 

The Judaculla Rock cultural and archaeological site is one of America’s most significant 

historical places. Revered through the ages by the Cherokee, the site’s rich cultural 

legacy makes this one of their most important ancestral places. 

 

The position of America’s relation to the rock - notably referred to in the Americanized 

spelling as “Judaculla” - before the Cherokee relation to the rock is puzzling. Carving of the rock 

ended 300 years ago, but America as a nation-state is only 241 years old. There is half a century 

between the foundation of America and the carving of the last petroglyph. It suggests that 

‘America’ would then extend back into the time of Cherokee activity and imply a shared 

connection to the rock and the land. Such an interpretation of the ‘sharedness’ of the American 

“ancestry” this immediately devalues the sovereignty that the Cherokee had prior to colonization. 

‘America’ could arguably index the landmass that is ‘North America,’ but it seems like such a 

distinction might have been more explicitly made. The positioning of American relation to the 

rock first, even at all, also gives a sense of ownership to any American visitor. There is almost an 

‘okay’ to feel like this site is yours because this site is significant to America. The Cherokee 

relation to Tsul’Kalu Rock is described in the second sentence as one of reverence; it’s described 

as a marker of cultural legacy and an important ancestral place. The use of the word ‘historical’ 

to define America’s relation to the rock juxtaposed to the word ‘ancestral’ to define the 

Cherokee’s relation to the rock arguably works to construct the horizon of temporality that the 
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ideology of rock art I have been describing in this paper is contingent upon. ‘Historical’ invokes 

culturally informed notions of a temporality which is known, recorded, and authorized, while 

‘ancestral’ indexes an unending temporality that extends far back in time and reflects a deep 

familial lineage. The description of the rock being “revered through the ages” further supports 

this horizon of temporality by framing the Cherokee adoration as something that was enacted in 

the past. The placement of ‘revered’ in the past tense likewise suggests a misleading temporal 

understanding of the Cherokee relation to the rock. Based on every conversation I have had with 

members of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, the respect and adoration towards Tsul’Kalu 

Rock is ongoing without an end in sight. 

The second paragraph gives a visitor dates that archaeologists believe to reflect different 

activity at the boulder. The paragraph moves in chronologic order from the oldest activity dated 

3,000 years ago up until the last petroglyph was carved 300 years ago. The last sentence of this 

paragraph is worth analyzing for its visual presentation and word choice. The sentence reads: 

 

Petroglyph carvings likely began over 1,500 years ago and continued until European 

settlement disrupted Cherokee lifeways and traditions some 300 years ago. 

 

 

The word ‘disrupted’ works to effectively erase the violence of the human and cultural genocide 

that took place as a result of European settlement. In the context of the Cherokee specifically, use 

of the term ‘disrupted’ thus downplays the transformation of their 40,000 square miles of 

territory into parts of present-day Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, and 

South Carolina (Mooney 1902, 14). The word is also iconical of the visible disruption the 

sentence causes on the sign. The text splits in half right in the middle of the sentence, breaking 

up the reading process as one’s eyes jump from the left column to the right. Furthermore, the 

sentence positions Cherokee lifeways as being disrupted, but fails to give context on what 
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became of them after this “disruption,” erasing the fact that though Cherokee lifeways were 

drastically transformed by American colonization, but they still carry on today.  

The excerpts briefly analyzed above contain the only two sentences that mention the 

Cherokee on the entrance sign. Black (2018, 81), demonstrates that grammar can be drawn upon 

to invoke a culturally specific spatiotemporal framework that affords moral evaluations or 

control. I argue that the use of past tense verbs in the only two sentences to mention the 

Cherokee reflect a cultural framework in which the rock’s significance exists in a spatiotemporal 

vacuum that was and will remain in the past. It is not until visitors move down to the wooden 

platform that have the opportunity to read a sign with one sentence that tells visitors the 

Cherokee are alive today, it reads, “Judaculla Rock is thirty miles from the Qualla Boundary, 

home to today’s Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.” With 11,000 visitors a year and knowing 

that the Cherokee intentionally avoid that area out of respect, it seems plausible that a majority of 

visitors are non-Cherokee individuals. As such, the ongoing Cherokee relation to the rock might 

not be as obvious to visitors; whereas the ongoing American relation is be embodied in the signs 

and walkways that afford not only access to but also physical comfort within the space. The 

absence of any notion that the Cherokee relation to the rock is ongoing in the first sign visitors 

come across thus situates the Cherokee to be placed beyond visitor’s spatiotemporal horizon.  

The entrance sign is reflective of the three signs placed around the wooden platform to 

contextualize the Cherokee, the rock’s namesake, and the quarrying marks shown in Figure 4. 

The only difference is the entrance sign is the only sign to not have Cherokee syllabary on it; 

Cherokee is only on signs that are inside the site but does not exist outside of the site. There is a 

uniform placement of the Cherokee in the past through the use of exclusively past tense verbs; 

the one exception being the line which informs visitors of the Qualla Boundary. As such, I turn 
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to an analysis of two signs that are presented in markedly different ways than the other four 

signs.6 I demonstrate how the language used on one of these signs allows for visitors to make 

sense of the petroglyphs as a form of written communication used by people in the past.

                                                      
6
 Museum studies is a rich field for critical analyses of informational signs posted in museums and sites like 

Tsul’Kalu Rock.  Although my analysis of these signs does not include suggestions from critical museum studies 

about the ways in which signs can work for or against indigenous perspectives, I am aware of their value to studies 

like my own. I hope in further iterations of my research, I am able to speak more to this literature and contribute to 

their ongoing discussions.    
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Two small, brown plaques 

 After visitors stop at the entrance sign, they make their way down a gravel path that is 

sandwiched between cows grazing on the right, and Tsul’Kalu Rock on the left. Two tree stumps 

dot the right side of the path; each one has a small brown plaque nailed into its side. There is no 

indication of authorship for any of the signs at the site, but these two signs are markedly different 

from the other four. Each sign has white font on a brown background, encased in a wooden 

frame, nailed onto a wooden post, set against the backdrop of foliage. The signs are marked with 

yellow circles in the photo below (see Figure 6).  

The first sign is a plaque thanking everyone who has helped collaborate on the viewing 

platform, the informational signs, and general stewardship of the site. This sign is the first to 

have the Cherokee syllabary on it. At the top of the plaque it reads “Judaculla Rock” with the 

Figure 6: Two brown plaques on walkway 
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Cherokee, “Ꭻ Ꮭ Ꮼ Ꮃ Ꮕ Ꮗ” below. A small paragraph at the bottom of the sign personally 

thanks the Parker family for their stewardship towards the rock over the past 100 years. The 

Parker Family has owned the land Tsul’Kalu Rock sits on under American property laws until 

1959 when they felt they could no longer properly preserve the site. To ensure better care of the 

Cherokee site, the Parker Family turned over the land to Jackson County where it is currently run 

by Parks and Recreation. Two out of the six signs have mirroring paragraphs that thank the 

Parker Family for watching over the land and entrusting it to Jackson County. The second brown 

plaque gives a second definition to visitors of what a petroglyph is, why petroglyphs might be 

created, and a brief overview of the Cherokee syllabary (see Figure 7).  
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The first line of the sign asks a rhetorical question in English and Cherokee, “what is a 

petroglyph?” Underneath the question are two linguistic equations that serve as visual 

translations of the English ‘petro’ and Greek ‘glyph’ into other English words, and then, into 

Cherokee. The first paragraph defines a petroglyph and gives examples of reasons why someone 

might paint or inscribe a rock surface. They give the reason of telling a story, marking a map, or 

participating in a ritual. Then, visitors learn that rock art is found around the world, but they are 

Figure 7: The second plaque on the walkway 
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visiting North Carolina’s most extensive rock art site. The final excerpt informs visitors that they 

will encounter signs with both Cherokee and English languages on them; it also gives the 

information on Sequoyah creating the syllabary in the 1820s.  

The presence of the Cherokee syllabary is powerful. Visitors are visually introduced to 

the Cherokee through a codified, written language presented as a mirror to our own English 

language. As the plaque mentions, the remaining signs are written in Cherokee and English 

which means five out of six signs have Cherokee; directly bringing the visitor into confrontation 

with an aspect of recent Cherokee culture - their written language. However, missing from every 

sign is a phonetic transcription of the Cherokee syllabary. Therefore, the Cherokee language is 

textually visible but completely inaccessible to anyone who does not know the phonetic sounds 

that correspond to the characters. Although it is normative to see multilingual labels in America 

where the non-English language is not phonetically detailed, the non-English language is usually 

in Spanish, French, or other Romanized forms. In the case of the multi-lingual labels at 

Tsul’Kalu Rock, the non-English language is a syllabary whose characters are markedly different 

from our own. The only translation visitors are given is a translation of the Cherokee syllabary 

and the word ‘petroglyph’. I therefore argue that Doug’s assertion that he wishes to read the 

Cherokee petroglyphs is drawn from image-likeness of the Cherokee syllabary and the only 

translation of Cherokee being that of the word ‘petroglyph.’ Without a phonetic transcription or 

any sort of linguistic key for the visitors to understand what they are looking at, Cherokee exists 

as an unknowable but visible language. The lack of contextualization allows for Doug to 

interpret Cherokee petroglyphs and Cherokee syllabary as a “lost language.” 

 The first paragraph on this plaque could be what Joanne was drawing upon to inform her 

ideas about rock as a universal, ancient thing. The largest paragraph on the sign, this text details 
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who makes petroglyphs, what petroglyphs do/tell, and the significance of this petroglyph site. 

The second line in the text says, “native people made these markings by …”, followed by four 

examples of what rock art could communicate, and the final line that, “…rock art is found all 

over the world...” This paragraph lends itself to a generalization of rock art as something done all 

over the world by natives to communicate things. The text could be read with an emphasis on 

‘these,’ as in, “native people made these [the petroglyphs you are about to see] markings.” 

However, because petroglyphs are not unique to the Cherokee and are found in many indigenous 

cultures to America, the phrase ‘native people’ further suggests an interpretation that petroglyphs 

are markings made exclusively by native people to communicate. The understanding of rock art 

as marks made by native people suggests a homogenization of the cultures and people who 

produce rock art. Moreover, there is a general relegation of this homogenous group of native 

people to the past, effectively constructing all native people as existing in the past. This 

homogenization is further supported through the last line which informs visitors of rock art’s 

global connection. Although the information presented is technically correct in terms of the fact 

that the petroglyphs at Tsul’Kalu were indeed carved in the past , the absence of differentiation 

between petroglyphs in general and the Cherokee petroglyphs guides visitors like Joanne and 

Doug to interpret both the carving and interpretation of tock art as a homogeneous se of activities 

done by groups of spatiotemporally removed people. Because this generalizable information on 

petroglyphs/rock art is presented in the past tense it allows visitors to position the Cherokee 

petroglyphs and the earliest known rock art within the same temporality.  

The final two lines could potentially mitigate any of the above interpretations. The 

creation of a Cherokee codified alphabet in 1820 should index to any visitor that the Cherokee 

were alive in a relatively recent past and therefore probably exist in the present. It should also 
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index a 120-year gap between the last petroglyph being carved and Sequoyah’s development of 

the Cherokee “alphabet”. However, because 1820 is still over 200 years ago and is only a decade 

before the forced removal of 60,000 Cherokee from the area through the Trail of Tears (Mooney 

1902, 129-135); it might not be obvious that there are surviving Cherokee today. These two lines 

seemingly made no difference to the visitors I observed and recorded who overwhelmingly 

associated the Cherokee with the past and rock art as a form of communication.  

In this section I highlighted ways in which the language used on the informational signs 

may inform aspects of the consequential ideology of rock art visitors draw upon to make sense of 

Tsul’Kalu Rock. The purpose is to draw the attention of those who author informational signs. It 

is not explicitly known who authored the signs at this site, but I am generally aware that the 

information presented on the signs is the end result of actions officially represented as 

collaborations between scholars and the Cherokee. I argue that an attention to the pragmatic 

work the text does in terms of perpetuating or challenging visitors’ ideologies of space, time, 

language, and rock art suggests the importance of including linguistic anthropologists in future 

collaborations between archaeologists and indigenous communities who might be developing 

informational signs for a public audience; of which more will be said in the conclusion. I 

specifically demonstrated text that may have been drawn upon by visitors like Clay and Judith or 

Joanne and Doug to position rock art as a ‘lost language’ or something done by ‘ancient people’ 

to highlight the power the text could have in informing consequential notions of the Cherokee. In 

the following section I provide a brief analysis of an excerpt from a bureaucratic form used to 

nominate and confirm Tsul’Kalu Rock as a Historic Landmark to highlight an important 

bureaucratic ideology of space and time that intersects the ideology of rock art outlined in this 

paper. 
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“OUTDOOR RECREATION & PARK”: Ꭻ Ꮭ Ꮼ Ꮃ Ꮕ Ꮗ AS A HISTORIC LANDMARK 

Tsul’Kalu’s presentation to the public includes its identity as a Historical Landmark on 

the National Register of Historic Places (Loubser 2011). Figure 8 is an excerpt of the original 

nomination sheet. The site was authorized as a Historic Landmark in 2013.  

  

Relevant to the current analysis is the visible dichotomy between the ‘historic’ function 

of the site and the ‘current’ function of the site. Already present in this juxtaposition is an 

ideology of spatiotemporality that assumes an object always functions differently in the past than 

Figure 8: Tsul'Kalu Rock Original Nomination Form 
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it does in the present and, furthermore, assumes there is an actual split in time between 

past and present. Either assumption is informed by an ideology of temporality that situates time 

as a linear ‘thing’ that can be broken up into past, present, and future. This ideology, however, is 

not a universally accepted view of time nor space. As made clear to me through several 

interviews with Cherokee individuals, their ideology of time is a circular notion, one of rebirth 

and renewal without separations of past and present. In regard to Tsul’Kalu Rock, the attempt to 

separate historic and current functions of the rock thus involves a misguided interpretation of the 

ways in which Tsul’Kalu Rock functions for the Cherokee in their ongoing relationship with it. 

The visual and linguistic categorization of ‘historic’ and ‘current’ functions hint at the ideology 

of temporality so crucial to the ideology of rock art I outline above. There is an index that time 

should be separated into past and present with different activities being taken up respectively.  

The separation between Tsul’Kalu Rock as simultaneously a historic petroglyphs site and 

a current rock art site further suggests conflicting views of the same phenomena. This distinction 

indexes a framework through which the site is situated as being a ceremonial or petroglyph site 

in the past, but a work of art or rock art in the present. However, Tsul’Kalu Rock did not 

transform into a “work of art” in the present: its images have been inscribed on it for more than 

300 years. The categorization of Tsul’Kalu Rock as a work of art in the present, thus, suggests 

that it functioned differently for people in the past than it functions for people in the present; 

thereby situating the agency of the Cherokee people who engage relationally with Tsul’Kalu in 

the past. Separating the two creates an artificial boundary between the rock as an object for the 

Cherokee in the past and the rock as an object for visitors today. Moreover, the form was 

eventually amended to remove all but one subcategory - ‘park.’ The most striking of all removals 

is the subcategory ‘cultural site’. The cultural aspect of the rock is the Cherokee’s ongoing 
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relation with Tsul’Kalu Rock for the past 3,000 years. Therefor Tsul’Kalu Rock is actually listed 

as being a ceremonial, processing site in the past and a work of art as well as outdoor park in the 

present. This ideology of temporality is not necessarily targeting the Cherokee, but rather reflects 

an ideology that permeates the American landscape. The fact that there is a National Register of 

Historic Places suggests a cultural ideology of temporality that imposes a shared framework in 

which to view time that has three demarcations: past time, present time, and future time. I now 

turn to concluding thoughts, situating my paper within larger conversations of cooperation and 

indigenous voices. 
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ᎠᏍᏆᏗᏍᏗ [asquadisdi ]: CONCLUSION 

 

The purpose of this paper is to outline an ideology of rock art that I found among visitors 

at Tsul’Kalu Rock. What I have identified as a pervasive and popularized ideology of rock art 

positions rock art and those who produced it as existing in a far-removed past. Furthermore, the 

ideology of rock art holds rock art to have a communicative ability that is drawn upon by visitors 

to evaluate the linguistic/cognitive abilities of those using rock art to communicate. Doug and 

Joanne exemplify two ways that this ideology of rock art was articulated and made visible to me. 

Doug articulates the ideology of rock art through his interpretation of the Cherokee petroglyphs 

as a lost language. Joanne articulates the ideology through her generalization that all rock art is a 

product of ancient peoples first motivations to communicate ideas. Further, many other visitors 

reflected the ideology that rock art is evidence of a distant form of communication in their own 

discursive engagement with and within the site. Within this ideology, the Cherokee petroglyphs 

are actively not taken up as indexes of the Cherokee culture that flourishes 30 miles down the 

road on the Qualla Boundary. Instead, they are interpreted within a larger framework of rock art 

that is subject to a temporal ‘othering’ of the rock artists, resigning them to a distant past. The 

articulation of this ideology is evidence of the saliency of Johi’s call for readers of the present 

document to recognize that “we are not extinct.”  

This paper also demonstrates the usefulness of a linguistic analysis of text that is 

presented to the public. The signs at Tsul’Kalu Rock were analyzed to show the ways in which 

language can provide visitors with narratives that have adverse effects on promoting the cultural 
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aspect of the site. The purpose of analyzing two of the six informational signs is to invite 

archaeologists engaging in collaborative community-based research projects that include 

linguistic anthropologists on the team. Community-based research projects aim to promote 

indigenous perspectives, as such it should be highly important to ensure the perspective gets 

presented to the public in a way they can positively draw upon. The cooperative project between 

archaeologists, Jackson County, and members of the Eastern Band that led to the informational 

signs at Tsul’Kalu Rock is detailed as a, “pro-active and hands-on conservation and management 

of Judaculla Rock [that] has turned the site into a textbook example of how rock art sites in other 

parts of the country can be preserved, interpreted, and gainfully presented on sustainable basis to 

the visiting public, for many generations to come” (Loubser 2011, 3).  However, my research 

demonstrates that the informational signs at Tsul’Kalu Rock perpetuate rather than challenge 

problematic consequential idealizations and racializations of the Cherokee as a “past people.” 

This is not to place blame on the authors of the sign, but rather to promote the possible 

contributions of linguistic anthropologists who can bring attention to the ways in which subtle 

choices in font, format, and grammar as well as semantics can often undermine attempts at 

genuine collaboration. Working with someone who is trained on the subtilty of language thus has 

the potential to enrich the ways in which people are represented through text. It can also generate 

further research on the effects of presentations on the public. I see future collaborations between 

archaeologists and linguistic anthropologists working on public engagements or developing 

projects to best hear and communicate indigenous perspectives. At the very least, I hope it piques 

the curiosity of archaeologists or those working on rock art to consider the role objects created in 

the past play in the production of the public’s knowledge in the present.  
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 The National Register was briefly analyzed to highlight the institutionalization of the 

ideology of temporality so prevalent in this paper because it permeates the American landscape. 

That there exists an ideology which separates the past and the present as divided realms of 

people and activities is consequential to the Cherokee at every level. At an individual level, 

Joanne and Doug separate the Cherokee as a people in a lost or ancient time. At a discourse 

level, the text circulates language that allows for the fetishization of the Cherokee as a people of 

the past. At a societal level the Cherokee have their land owned by an American municipality 

who nominated it as a historical landmark of the nation which conquered them 300 years ago.  

While the data presented in this paper is unique to Tsul’Kalu Rock, the ‘othering’ of 

Cherokee is reflected throughout American and academic discourse. One search of the term 

‘ancient’ in anthrosource provides an unending list of articles about societies who have living 

descendants: much like the Cherokee. Professor Emeritus of UC Santa Barbra, Brian Fagan, 

recently published the 5th edition of his book, “Ancient North America” which details the 

archaeology of this continent: including the Cherokee (Fagan 2018). As of 2019 there were only 

eight states that had switched to observing Indigenous Peoples Day over Columbus Day; some 

others preferring to have a compromise of celebrating both (Hauck 2019). South Dakota is the 

only state to have celebrated Native Americans Day since 1990. Less than three years ago 

indigenous protestors clashed with police in North Dakota because they had to fight for their 

land to not be destroyed by corporate greed; yet the pipeline was still built. Currently, thousands 

are gathering on a Hawaiian mountain to protect indigenous lands from scientific greed. Only 

last year, did the American Government take a step towards giving the Cherokee their seat in 

congress: one promised 148 years ago. The ideology of rock art I outline in this paper is just one 

way the Cherokee are positioned as extinct.
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